
Avro House, Navigation Street, Manchester

Asking Price £230,000



Avro House, Navigation Street, Manchester
Welcome to Avro House. Located in the desirable area of New Islington, just outside Manchester city centre, this two bedroom apartment definitely won't be on the market for
long. With the ultra-vibrant Northern Quarter as your local social haunt, there's not much more you could want from an uber-modern property.

Avro House is block C of the incredibly popular £20 million development, The Point. This is where style and luxury are fused together and where village life meets city living.
Resting on the banks of the Rochdale Canal overlooking Manchester's newest, modern marina, this apartment features large open living space with a spacious kitchen,
bathroom and bedroom together with oodles of natural light. 

As a double whammy, there's also a large balcony running the entire length of the living area - perfect for those summer get-togethers, star gazing or people watching. This
really is the piece de resistance. If we do say so ourselves.

If you're interested in having a closer look, or have any questions, do get in touch. This is one apartment which must be seen to be appreciated. And just so you know, the
pictures for this apartment are for marketing purposes only. The internal fixtures, fittings and furnishings may vary.

Service charges £1684pa 
Lease 250 years from 2009
Ground rent £250
Currently tenanted until 27th October and tenants pay £995pcm

Please note that we have not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures, fittings or services, and so cannot verify they are in working
order or fit for their purpose. Furthermore solicitors should confirm moveable items described in the sales particulars are, in fact,
included in the sale since circumstances do change during marketing or negotiations. A final inspection prior to exchange of contracts
is also recommended. Although we try to ensure accuracy, measurements used in this brochure may be approximate. Therefore if
intending purchasers need accurate measurements to order carpeting or to ensure existing furniture will fit, they should take such
measurements themselves. 
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